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Abstract 
Cooperative spectrum sensing is a key function in cognitive radio networks in order to provide unused spectrum 
access opportunities and mitigate the impact of interference to the primary networks. Cooperative sensing can incur 
additional cooperation overhead, increased energy consumption, extra sensing time and delay in heterogeneous 
networks. In this paper, the sensing time period is optimized to minimize energy consumption in a diverse 
cooperative network using square law combining decision rule. The evaluation results confirm significant 
improvement in the sensing time and sensing task energy consumption. 
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1. Introduction 
The anticipated growth and proliferation of wireless devices with multifarious network’s standards require 
advanced and intelligent devices to overcome the challenges of spectrum scarcity, power consumption, 
interoperability and users’ demands for higher data rates and better quality of service. Cognitive Radio (CR) is a 
promising technology to enhance better spectrum utilization by enabling secondary users (SU) have access to 
intermittently available unoccupied spectrum band referred to as spectrum holes without interfering with the 
operations of the primary or licensed users [1], [2]. Spectrum sensing is an important functionality in cognitive 
radio. Its main objective is to detect the transmission of licensed users and avoid interference to them while 
identifying any unused portions in the frequency bands.   Sensing process can be categorized into two mechanisms 
namely: non-cooperative and cooperative sensing. In the former, each cognitive user senses its radio environment, 
and makes an independent decision based on collected radio information. In the later, cognitive users observe their 
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radio environment, collects radio state information which is shared to make a cooperative decision 
(central/distributed strategies) [3], [4], [5]. In cooperative centralized decision, different fusion techniques such as 
hard decision (i.e. OR, AND and majority scheme) and soft decision such as: square-law combining (SLC) and 
maximal ratio combining (MRC) can be applied. Cooperative sensing [6] has the benefit of overcoming the hidden 
node problem and hardware simplicity, as each node does not need much computational processing capacity. 
However, cooperative sensing consumes a high level of energy and energy saving thus becomes a critical challenge. 
Sensing time allocation is also crucial in cooperative sensing. Increasing sensing time results in high-level of energy 
consumption and also causes significant delay in the network. This paper focuses on a sensing time optimization 
scheme to reduce the energy consumption of a cognitive network at the sensing period. In the proposed scheme, the 
fusion center collects energy of the primary users’ signal and makes the final decision on the availability of the 
monitored spectrum by using the SLC technique. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents 
related work on energy optimization in cooperative networks. The system model, primary and secondary user 
activity, signal detection and cooperative model are described in Section 3, square law combining and sensing time 
optimization are analyzed in Section 4. The numerical evaluation of the proposed scheme is presented in Section 5. 
Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 6. 
2. Related Work 
There have been many research activities on proposing optimal spectrum-sensing strategies. In [7], authors 
introduced an energy-efficient cooperative spectrum-sensing scheme in sensor-aided cognitive radio networks. 
Authors addressed the energy minimization problem under accuracy constraint of the detection and false alarm 
probabilities. The bounds for the number of sensors to simultaneously guarantee the thresholds for high detection 
probability and low false alarm probability are derived. With these bounds, the optimization problem is formulated 
to find the optimal sensing interval and the optimal number of sensor that minimize the energy consumption. In [8] 
an optimal scheduling of each sensor active time is presented to extend the network lifetime. Authors divide the 
sensors into a number of feasible subsets, such that only one subset of sensors is turned on at a period of time under 
the necessary detection and false alarm thresholds constraints. Each subset is activated successively and non-
activated sensors are put in a low-energy sleep mode, so as to extend the network lifetime. 
In [9] [10] the problem of energy minimization in cooperative network under threshold level of detection and false 
alarm probabilities is addressed where optimal sensing interval and number of sensors to minimize energy 
consumption are derived. In [11], authors developed a new model for the PU in its idle state. The multi-idle states, 
each with specific length and known probability of staying in it. This model is used to find minimum sensing time, 
energy detection threshold of each channel, and false alarm probability of the channel being sensed in monitoring. 
Authors in [12] optimized monitoring time to maximize the achievable throughput of the CR nodes under the 
constraint of the PU interference level. Authors in [13] discussed the issue of the optimal detection time selection 
that leads to the highest channel efficiency. Authors in [14] proposed a detection probability called the time-
constrained detection probability (TDP) and investigated the effect of the sensing interval on the TDP. This sensing 
interval consists of a sensing duration and transmission duration. The optimal sensing interval and transmission 
duration satisfy the interference threshold level of the primary user, and maximize the achievable throughput for 
secondary users. Our work is differ from them by using SLC technique and the probability of detection and false 
alarm constraint to optimize sensing time and reduce energy consumption. 
3. System Model 
This paper considers an open licensed spectrum network consisting of several static wireless nodes communicating 
with each other using N licensed channels, while a multi-user cognitive radio network is located within the licensed 
coverage area. The coverage area of the secondary network is small compared to the distance between the secondary 
users and the primary transmitter such that the effect of primary signal at the secondary user can be ignored (see 
figure 1). In the considered cooperative sensing scenario, each cognitive user detects primary signal energy and 
sends the energy to the fusion centre via the reporting channels [3], [4].  At the fusion center, square-law combining 
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(SLC) technique is employed to find the appropriate spectrum hole and sensing time under detection and false alarm 
probabilities constraint. The common notations used throughout this paper are summarized in Table 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1. Network topology; secondary users report sensing information to the fusion centre 
 
Table 1. Network notation 
3.1. Primary and Secondary User Activity Model  
The licensed bands utilization is modeled as a Poisson process and the channel model can be estimated as an 
ON/OFF alternating process with different transit probabilities. The ON and OFF periods are identical independent 
distribution (i.i.d) random variables with an exponential distribution of constant busy and idle periods during system 
analysis. While the secondary user data transmission activity within a typical spectrum hole includes sensing, 
exchanging, data delivery/transmission interval times. The SU utilizes the receiving power level during the sensing 
functions and utilizes the transmit power level at the reporting and data delivery/transmission functions [15]. 
3.2. Spectrum Sensing and Cooperation Mechanism 
Each cognitive device performs spectrum sensing independently and the sensing outcomes are sent to the fusion 
centre. According to the collected information received at the fusion centre, the SLC scheme can be employed to 
explore unoccupied licensed channels (spectrum hole) in a cooperative manner. Assuming licensed channels are 
identical and independent, received signals at the SU node i during sensing period of time slot (n) can be given by; 
 
୧ሺሻ ൌ ൜ ɘ୧ሺሻ୧ሺሻ୧ሺሻ ൅ ɘ୧ሺሻ                                                                                                                                  (1) 
 
 
Where ୧ሺሻ is the received signal by the ith secondary user. The signal ୧ሺሻis distorted by the channel gain ୧ሺሻǡ 
which is assumed to be constant during the detection interval, and is further corrupted by the zero-mean Additive 
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). ɘ୧is the receiver noise for the  ith secondary user, which is assumed to be an i.i.d 
Parameter Description Parameter Description 
ܳ௙ Cooperative false alarm 
probability 
ܳ௙തതതത Upper limit of false alarm 
probability 
ܳௗ Cooperative detection 
probability 
ܳௗതതതത Lower limit of detection 
probability 
௘ܶ௫Ǥ Cooperative overhead time ௙ܲ௔ False alarm probability 
ܹ Bandwidth ௗܲ Detection probability 
߬ Local sensing time ɀ Received SNR of primary 
user 
௠ܲௗ Miss detection probability ෡௦ Optimized sensing time 
ܰ Number of SU ୱ Sampling frequency 
ߪ௪ଶ  AWGN variance ்ܶ Data transmission time 
ߜ௜ Threshold value for sensor i   
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random process with zero mean and variance ߪଶǤEach secondary user calculates a summary statistic over 
observation time, ୧ ൌ σ ȁ୧ሺሻȁଶ୒ିଵ୬ୀ଴ , i=1, 2, 3…K. Where N represents the number of observed samples in the 
observation time interval ߬. ܧ௜̱ ቊȯଶజ
ଶ ǡ ܪ଴
ȯଶఔଶ ሺʹߛ௜ሻǡ ܪଵ The random variable  follows a central chi-square distribution 
with ʹܹ߬degree of freedom and a non-central chi-square distribution with ܹ߬ degree of freedom. In the case of 
soft decision, each cognitive user forwards the entire energy result ୧ to the FC. For hard decision, cognitive users 
make one bit local decision based on comparing the received energy of the primary signal with a threshold level ሺߜሻ. 
Therefore, the local probability of detection ሺ ௗܲ௜ ሻand probability of false alarm ൫ ௙ܲ௔௜ ൯of the detector can be 
approximated as; 
 
ௗܲ௜ ൌ ܲሺܧ௜ ൐ ߜ௜ȁܪଵሻ ൌ ܳ ൬ఋ
೔ିఛ௙ೞ൫ȁ௛ȁమఙೞమାఙഘమ ൯
ඥଶఛ௙ೞሺȁ௛ȁమఙೞమାఙഘమ ሻ
൰                                                                                                             (2) 
 
௙ܲ௔௜ ൌ ܲሺܧ௜ ൐ ߜ௜ȁܪ଴ሻ ൌ ܳ ൬ఋ
೔ିఛ௙ೞఙഘమ
ඥଶఛ௙ೞఙഘమ
൰                                                                                                                         (3) 
Where ܳሺǤ ሻdenotes the right-tail probability of a normalized Gaussian distribution ܳሺݔሻ ൌ ଵξଶగ ׬ ݁
ష೟మ
మ ݀ݐஶ௫ , ௦݂ is the 
sampling frequency and  ߬ represents the sensing time slot. The equations above show that the probability of 
detection and probability of false alarm are related to the detection threshold, sensing time, SNR and sampling 
frequency. From equations (2) and (3), the minimum required sensing time on secondary user i to satisfy desired ௙ܲ௔ 
and ௠ܲௗis given by: 
 
 
ɒ୧ ൌ ଶ୤౩ஓ౟మ ሾ
ିଵ൫୤ୟ୧ ൯ െ ିଵ൫ͳ െ ୫ୢ୧ ൯ඥͳ ൅ ʹɀ୧ሿଶ                                                                                                       (4) 
 
The equations above show that increasing the SNR level reduces the sensing time, while increasing the sensing time 
increases the probability of detection and reduces the probability of false alarm. It also shows that increasing the 
sensing time duration increases the energy consumption and delay at the secondary user.  
4. Fusion Centre Decision  
Hard decision and soft decision are two prominent decision mechanisms at the fusion center. In the former, each 
cognitive user detects the primary signal and makes an individual binary decision about spectrum occupancy. The 
binary decisions are then transmitted to the fusion centre via common control channel. The final decision is made 
employing OR, AND and majority voting schemes at the fusion centre [6]. In soft data fusion, cognitive users report 
the sensing result ܧ௜ to the fusion centre without making local decisions. The final decision is made by using 
appropriate combining rules such as: square law combining (SLC), maximal ratio combining (MRC) and selection 
combining (SC). Soft decision requires larger bandwidth for control channels than hard decision and also generates 
more overhead than hard decision. In this work, the square law combining is utilized.  In the SLC scheme, each 
secondary user observes primary signal energy and sends the estimated energy to the fusion centre where they will 
be added to provide the average energy.  This average energy is then compared to a threshold level to decide on the 
presence of the PU. The summation of received energy of primary user at fusion centre is ௌܻ௅஼ ൌ σ ܧ௜௄௜ୀଵ .                           
Equations (5) and (6) show the cooperative false alarm probability and cooperative detection probability utilizing 
the square law combining respectively; 
  ୤ǡୗ୐େ ൌ ሺୗ୐େ ൐ ߣȁ଴ሻ ൌ
୻ቀ஥୏ǡಓమቁ
୻ሺ஥୏ሻ                                                                                                                 (5) 
ۿ܌ǡ܁ۺ۱ ൌ ۾ሺ܇܁ۺ۱ ൐ ࣅȁ۶૚ሻ ൌ ۿ્۹൫ඥ૛઻തǡ ξૃ൯                                                                                                               (6) 
Where ɀത is ɀത ൌ σ ɀ୧୏୧ୀଵ , and ɀ୧ is the received PU’s SNR at the Kth cognitive radio user, ୶ሺǤ ǡ Ǥ ሻ is the generalized 
Marcum Q-function, Ɂ is the decision threshold, Γ(.) and Γ(.,.) are the gamma and the incomplete gamma function. 
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5. Optimal Cooperative Sensing  
This section considers an optimal sensing time algorithm, which results in the minimum energy consumption during 
the entire sensing period. In this scenario, each SU observes PU’s target channel independently during local sensing 
period and the received SNR levels will be reported to the fusion centre. In Algorithm 1, the first line is the 
objective function, which has to be minimized and स࢏ represents a set of sensing time that satisfies the probability of 
detection and false detection constraints. The second and third lines in algorithm 1 are constraints to satisfy the 
conditions of PU detection. In Algorithm 2, once all secondary users report their local sensing time to the fusion 
centre, the minimum sensing time is selected using reported information. In this scheme, each SU computes its local 
sensing time subject to the probability of detection and probability of false detection constraints (using equation 4). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Numerical Analysis 
 
This section presents the performance of the proposed scheme through its complementary Receiver Operating 
Characteristic (ROC) curves (ܳௗ versus ܳ௙) for different situations of the network. Assuming the sampling 
frequency ௦݂= 1 kHz, the upper limit of false alarm probability 0.1 and the lower limit of detection probability 0.9. 
Fig.2a shows the sensing time versus received SNR of the primary user at the SU. The results show that low level 
SNR causes SU to spend more time on the sensing phase which will result to its associated increase in energy 
consumed and delay within the network. Fig. 2b indicates the ROC curves for soft SLC fusion rules under AWGN 
channel. The average received SNR of the PU is assumed to be -10dB. The results depict that increase the sensing 
time improves probability of detection of primary signal. The sensing time takes the value of 50ms, 30ms and 10ms. 
 
  
a)                                                                          b) 
Figure 2. a) Sensing time versus primary user SNR ( തܳௗ ൌ ͲǤͻͷ, തܳ௙ ൌ ͲǤͳ). b) ܳௗ versus ܳ௙ of the cognitive users with diverse sensing time 
 
Fig.3a presents the comparison of the average sensing time within a typical cognitive network and the proposed 
optimized scheme. For the simulation, each cognitive user reports a different SNR for the primary user’s signal. it is 
observed from this figure that there is a 16% improvement in sensing time with regard to false alarm and detection 
probabilities ( തܳ௙ ൌ ͲǤͳǡ തܳௗ ൌ ͲǤͻͷ) in a cooperative cognitive radio of eight users. Fig. 3b depicts the energy 
consumption of the proposed scheme and minimum sensing time scenario. The outcomes show that the proposed 
scheme improves energy consumption of the sensing interval time of a cooperative cognitive network. Considering 
that the average received SNR equals to -5dB. The outcomes reveal an improvement of 17.6%, 16.6%, 15.7% and 
13.6% in the cognitive network comprising of two, eight, four and six user respectively. 
෡௦ ൌ ሺऄ௜ሻ 
ୢǡୗ୐େ ൒ ୢതതതത 
୤ǡୗ୐େ ൑ ୤തതത 
Algorithm 1. Exploring optimal sensing time 
st. 
 
ܷܵ௜݁ݏݐ݅݉ܽݐ݁ݏ߬௜ݑݏ݅݊݃݈݋݈ܿܽ݂݅݊݋ݎ݉ܽݐ݅݋݊ 
߬௜݅ݏݎ݁݌݋ݎݐ݁݀ݐ݋݂ݑݏ݅݋݊ܿ݁݊ݐݎ݁ 
෡ ൌ ൛߬௜ൟǡ ݅ ൌ ͳǡ ʹǡǥ ǡ ܭ 
෡௦ ൌ ൛߬௜ൟ 
෡௦݅ݏܾݎ݋ܽ݀ܿܽݏݐ݁݀ݐ݋ܷܵݏ 
Algorithm 2. Local minimum sensing time selection 
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a)                                                           b) 
Fig. 3. Average sensing time versus number of SUs. b) The average energy consumption of assumed cognitive network 
 
 7. Conclusion 
 
This paper has considered a diverse cooperative cognitive radio network with cooperative sensing where cognitive 
users’ sense licensed spectrum bands and report the received PU’s SNR to the fusion centre. Each cognitive user 
reports a different SNR level for the primary users’ signals. The final decision is made by employing the square law 
combining scheme at the fusion centre. Our proposed scheme results in the sensing time to be optimized and also an 
improvement in the energy efficiency of the cognitive network by optimization programming. The simulation results 
showed that there is a significant improvement on sensing time and energy consumption with our proposed 
optimized sensing time algorithms when compared to a typical minimum sensing time. To this end, sensing time 
allocation and optimization is a crucial challenge in cooperative cognitive radio networks and needs to be considered 
by standardization work groups on cognitive radio technology and cooperative spectrum sensing. 
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